Surface forces in a confined polymer melt: self-consistent field analysis of full and restricted equilibrium cases.
In full equilibrium the self-consistent field theory for a homopolymer melt confined between two surfaces predicts pronounced oscillatory interaction forces on the monomer length scale. However, when not all the polymer molecules can reversibly equilibrate with the bulk, the trapped molecules may be squeezed, adding a repulsive contribution to the interaction energy. The classical constrained or restricted equilibrium approach by Scheutjens and Fleer two decades ago to deal with this for polymers adsorbed from dilute solutions, breaks down in semidilute and concentrated polymer solutions. We present a generalized restricted equilibrium ansatz applicable also for concentrated polymer solutions. The key idea is that only the adsorbed polymer molecules, i.e., molecules that touch the surface at least once, are forced to remain inside the gap, whereas the nonadsorbing chains are free to move out of the gap when the surfaces approach each other. As in dilute solutions, the forces found in confined melt with trapped adsorbed chains become repulsive. We analyse the dependence of the interaction forces both in full as well as in restricted equilibrium cases as a function of the chain length and the interactions with the surface for a compressible polymer melt.